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Overall I was impressed by how healthy the children were, the only one being
slightly malnourished was Huldah who had only been with them one month. One older
child, Joanna had a heart murmur that had never been noticed before per her record
and although I suspected it most likely an innocent flow murmur I couldn’t rule out
something more serious such as a septal defect. I recommended an echocardiogram
which Elizabeth definitely wanted to get and thought she could get in Swaziland but
wasn’t sure. She also didn’t have the money for even this test and stated in the past
more expensive testing or operations often had to be delayed for several months until
they had the money to do it. One example was a younger child that had seizures and
needed to get at least a CT scan of the brain and a test for seizures called an
electroencephalogram. This testing was simply not available in the entire country of
Swaziland and they therefore had to travel over 5 hours to Pretoria in South Africa
where this testing was available. They also had to wait several months before they had
the money to pay for this testing as every diagnostic test or surgical operation had to
paid in full upfront. There was another story of a boy whose tonsils and adenoids were
so enlarged he couldn’t sleep at night and was constantly tired. It took over a year
before they could this simple surgery, a tonsilloadeonoidectomy, and once he finally got
it was a different boy full of energy and vitality. I went back to my hotel room exhausted
that night and retired early ready for what the next day might bring.

Friday:
!
Friday I headed back to the Acts 2 clinic. This time they were ready for me to
really start seeing patients. It worked out great for them because their usual doctor, Dr.
Chirima was away on his honeymoon in Zimbabwe. So they gave me his office and put
me to work. My first patient was a 48yo female presenting with generalized weakness,
fevers, loss of appetite for 1month. She had started anti-retrovirals, Tenover,and Cotrim
2months prior. CD4 count 179 at the time. Exam nonspecific, vitals T 38.1. Again, I
wanted to run some tests, maybe a complete blood count with differential,
comprehensive metabolic profile, a urinalysis, T cell subset panel, HIV quantitative
PCR, thyroid stimulating hormone, maybe get a chest x-ray. The translator (which right
then happened to be Thaemi, the clinic manager) just looked at me blankly. “We can’t
do those tests”. Not even in the main hospital in Swaziland could they do most of the
tests. A quantitative HIV viral load was known about but was just simply too expensive
to be done anywhere in the country. Anyway, her presentation was a very commonly
seen one there but unusual for me, she had IRIS, the immune reconstitution syndrome.
She had been so depleted of her immune system that she couldn’t find off the infections
that were attacking, she couldn’t even mount an immune response. However, once we
started treating her with antiretrovirals she soon had enough of a functioning immune
system to start manifesting the symptoms we expect with an infection.
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These types of presentations continued throughout the day, challenging me for
sure in a system that relied much more on the patient’s history and physical symptoms
and less on diagnostic procedures. In the afternoon, I thought I was done when the
nurse came up to me and asked if I could see one more patient, a small infant that did
not look well. What I saw when I walked into the examination room broke my heart
inside. I saw a young mother cradling her small baby in her arms sitting on the

examination table. The baby was only making a soft grunting sound over and over
again, too weak to even mount a cry. The baby was supposed to be 5months old but
looked half of that age, severely malnourished with sores covering both corners of his
mouth. Through an interpreter I was told the baby had been sick for weeks with
diarrhea and not eating. The mother was HIV-positive, untreated, and most likely the
baby was as well. She had wanted to bring him in sooner but was concerned about not
having the E10 (~$1.25USD) she thought required of a doctor consult. I examined this
small baby and then picked him up, light as a feather, nothing more than skin and bones
and knew that there was nothing we could do for him in our clinic. He needed to go to
the RFM hospital down the road, just a few miles, and maybe they could save him from
death, I thought to myself maybe a 50% chance of living? A big part of Acts 2 clinic’s
budget is transportation because you see this young mother couldn’t afford to pay the
public transportation to get just a few miles down the road for treatment that could save
her child. As Thaemi Ngube later put it, “of course we drove her directly to the hospital,
otherwise she wouldn’t have gone and her baby would have died”.
!
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Wow, this turned out to be a much more intense day than I thought, but it wasn’t
over. I returned to the hotel for a dinner and then was to go back to New Hope Centre
to give a presentation and show a movie I brought on Hawaii that the whole group
wanted to see as none of them had ever been before. However, a mighty storm blew in
that evening, it knocked out power to the hotel and I had dinner by candlelight. I was
determined to still make it to movie night however New Hope Centre is located on hill,
that requires a barely passable 2WD drive road when dry but after a storm? I had a
small 2WD rental SUV and started driving up this road after dark. Towards the top I
encountered a small Toyota on the side of the road, it was Annie, one of the integral
members for keeping New Hope running who decided her small Corolla could not make
it up now the river flowing down the road to New Hope. I was able to make it up, barely,
and gave a little presentation about Hawaii and taught everyone to do the shaka before
retiring to bed for the night.

Saturday:
!
Today was the day I was going with several of the children to a game park. It
was about an hours drive away and there was a driver arranged so we could have one
of New Hope’s large vans. The driver arrived early and then decided to leave because
we weren’t quite ready
and then he never
showed up again.
Unfortunately I wasn’t
allowed to drive the
large vans so we had to
tell a few of the
children that they
couldn’t come after
they’d been anticipating
it all week. I fit as
many as I could safely
put in my rental SUV
and we drove the hour
or so to Hlane National
Park in Swaziland. It
was great, far from the
tourist crowds, a little
on the rundown side
but for less than ten
bucks you could get
into a safari park. We
paid for a range rover
tour with a guide. It

was fun, albeit a little cold as it started to rain and the open rover caused us to be quite
wet and cold. We saw a lion, elephants, giraffes, impala, wildebeest, and my personal

favorite the rhinoceros. It was also made a bit
more interesting by the range rover getting stuck in 3 feet of mud at one point, which the
driver was finally able to rock it out but in the process destroyed his transmission and
we found ourselves stranded in the middle of the game park. Another range rover had
to be brought to rescue us and then on the way back we got trapped on the dirt path
between two mother elephants. There were a few other people in the range rover with
us, an older solo Swiss traveler slowly making his way across Southern Africa. The
other group was young adults from US, Canada, and Ireland that were taking a
weekend break from their work at an NGO. It was interesting they worked for an
organization that setup summer camps with various outdoor adventure activities all over
the world. It was connected with Baylor Medical Center in Texas but they taught the
locals how to run these camps that pull at risk and homeless youth from the surrounding
areas. It sounded like nice work and interesting because they got to travel to so many
different places in the world.

!
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Anyway, we finally made it back, had a nice late afternoon picnic lunch with the
kids and some hot chocolate while we watched the hippos in the pond. We had an
uneventful drive back, got cleaned up, and then got ready for evening dinner. Every
saturday night they gather for a dinner together in the large chapel (can you imagine
feeding even one meal to 50 hungry children and several counselors). It was good and
a nice way to end the day.

Sunday:
!
This was my last full day of my very short trip. Since it was Sunday they load all
of the kids into vans and vehicles to go to the Sword & the Spirit church in the capital
city Mbabane. They used to be able to fit most of them in the bus but it was currently
sitting undriveable. The motor is actually fine on it but what happened was a local driver
several months back needed to jump the battery and he thought he could get it started
down the steep, bumpy, dirt road. Well, long story short he did get it started but right
before he ran into a telephone pole and smashed the front of the bus. Since it is an
older bus they couldn’t find replacement headlights or a bumper so now it sits.
!
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Samuel, my self-designated navigator to Mbabane wanted to take me on the
more scenic route through the Ezulwini Valley rather than the new highway. He swore it
was faster and I think maybe he was right because we did get there before the other
vans. The Ezulwini Valley is pretty and is the main tourist area of Swaziland. It has
several local artisan shops, scenic valleys, outdoor activities, and is also the site of
Parliament and I saw the construction of a very nice new building which I was informed
was the new United States Embassy. The church itself was very interesting, lots of
music and it went on for over 2 hours which is not uncommon at all. One of the more
distinguished churchgoers was the queen mother of Swaziland who sat in the front row.
Everybody had to be seated prior to her arrival. She then came in with her entourage
and took over the first two rows. Apparently, a very nice lady, Elizabeth Hynd knows her
quite well and her father, Dr. Samuel Hynd used to go over to the palace often to meet
and talk with the King and his wife. Then, at the end of the service she left first while
everyone remained seated and drove with her caravan of black Mercedes and police
escort.
!
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After the church service, I had a nice lunch with Samuel, Elizabeth, her sister,
and her father, Dr. Samuel Hynd. Dr. Hynd kept telling me stories or delivering the king
and his time as Minister of Health in Swaziland. In Swaziland you often don’t run for
political positions like in the United States you often just get picked. This was several
years ago and the younger Dr. Hynd had just gotten out of surgery and was walking
across the street when someone told him congratulations. Congratulations for what he
asked and they told him “you’re the new Minister of Health, didn’t you know?”. He had
several other interesting stories and they are currently working on a biography of his life.
He also kept telling that next time I wasn’t allowed to return to the country unless I
brought my wife and he had enough connections to make sure it was a true threat. I
laughed and thanked them all for a great, albeit very short trip and had some time to do
local handicraft shopping.

Monday:
!
My final day, I had some time in the mornings to say goodbye to all the kids, pose
for a group photo with everyone doing the shaka and then I had to be off for the drive
back to Johannesburg and my 40 hour travel time back to Hawaii. On the way back I
was able to stop at a small handicraft bazaar and discovered this little silversmith shop
tucked down an alley. They did some interesting silver jewelry with animal designs and
other things but what really struck was the black braids that was woven through a lot of
the jewelry. When I asked about it, they explained and showed me that it was real hair
from the tail of a giraffe- pretty cool! On the way back I was able to stop at my favorite
rest stop with the wildlife viewing from the bathroom.
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The flight back was uneventful but long and I was happy to return home to my
family and Hawaii. but also can’t wait for next year to go back. This time I promised I’d
return with a whole group of people so let us know if you would like to join us in 2014!

